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HISTORY/BACKGROUND
The subasis bar was developed by the
University of Wisconsin Hospital’s Department
of Rehabilitation Engineering. The first publication on the subasis bar was in the 1985 RESNA
eight annual conference proceedings. This
paper is reprinted at the end of this handbook
with RESNA’s permission. Since 1985, the
subasis bar has been used successfully with
thousands of clients.
Metalcraft Industries was the first commercial
source for the subasis bar. It is still the only
source for the original subasis bar. Other manufacturers have offered alternatives, but none
have proven as popular.
THE THEORY BEHIND WHY THE BAR
WORKS
The subasis bar was designed for individuals
with very high tone, especially those for whom
a more flexible device such as a “seat” belt
does not work. The concept behind the subasis bar is to first position the client in sufficient
hip flexion to break up the excessive extensor
tone. The subasis bar then holds the client in
this posture. The bar should be mounted just
below the Anterior, Superior Illiac Spine
(A.S.I.S.) of the pelvis (Figure 2, Page 6). The
effectiveness of the subasis bar is greatly
enhanced by a seat with anterior thigh support,
such as an anti-thrust seat, and a back providing posterior support to the pelvis such as a
biangular back. Subasis bars are especially
effective whin combined with Metalcraft’s
AS5000 Contoured Modular seating system.
The subasis bar is also effective in controlling
pelvic rotation. One side of the subasis bar limits the side of the pelvis that is attempting to
rotate forward. The other side of the subasis
bar has little effect, since that side of the pelvis
is attempting to rotate posteriorly.
POTENTIAL PROBLEMS/CONCERNS
1. The bar must be positioned below the
A.S.I.S. For very small individuals, the A.S.I.S.
may not be sufficiently above the top of the

thigh for this location to be achieved. If a larger
individual is lacking in hip flexion, the A.S.I.S will
be rotated both posteriorly and inferiorly thus
positioning the A.S.I.S. at or below the top of the
thigh.
2. Attempting to reduce pressure on the bar by
mounting it more anteriorly will actually increase
the pressure between the client and the subasis
bar. Remember that the theory behind the subasis bar was to hold the individual in a posture
with reduced extensor tone. When the bar is
positioned too far anteriorly, the individual can
rotate his pelvis posteriorly and slide forward
thus increasing extensor tone.
3. If the client wears diapers, the number or
thickness of the diapers must be consistent in
order for the subasis bar to fit properly. This
thickness problem does not apply to winter
coats, since the coat would go over the bar.
4. Long time users of a subasis bar may develop a thickening or toughening of the skin near
the bar. This appears to be nothing more than a
callous, albeit in an unusual location.
YOU WANT TO USE A SUBASIS BAR, WHAT
EQUIPMENT DO YOU NEED?
In general you need 3 separate items:
THE BAR ITSELF, the INTERFACE HARDWARE and
the MOUNTING BRACKETS. See pages 3 and 4 for
more information on these individual components.
Metalcraft offers many options so that you can
meet any need. In order to simplify ordering, we
have COMMONLY USED PREPACKAGED KITS. See
page 2 for more information on these kits.
These kits let the dealer order all three items,
bar, interface hardware and mounting hardware
with one part number.
If you’re ordering a Metalcraft seating system
with a subasis bar, just check off the subasis bar
on the seating system order form and the correct interface and mounting hardware will be
included and installed.
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COMMONLY USED PREPACKAGED KITS
Metalcraft Modular Seating (MMS) Kits
This kit has all the components to mount a subasis bar to a
Metalcraft Modular seat cushion.
Information we need for your order:
1. Part number from below.
2. Wheelchair size

5230 Swingaway Subasis Bar, RLH, MMS
5231 Swingaway Subasis Bar, FLH, MMS

1 1/2” Midrelief
6” Brackets

All Kits Have
Black Hardware

RLH = Rear Latching Hardware
FLH = Front Latching Hardware

Flat Full-Width Seat (FFWS) Kits
This kit has all the components to mount a subasis bar to a
flat bottom full width seat cushion.
Information we need for your order:
1. Part number from below.
2. Wheelchair size

1 1/2” Midrelief
8” Brackets

6230 Swingaway Subasis Bar, RLH, FFWS
6231 Swingaway Subasis Bar, FLH, FFWS

All Kits Have
Black Hardware

RLH = Rear Latching Hardware
FLH = Front Latching Hardware

Flat Drop-In Seat (FDIS) Kits
This kit has all the components to mount a subasis bar to
the seat tubes when using a drop-in seat.
Information we need for your order:
1. Part number from below.
2. Wheelchair size
3. Seat Mounting Tube Size.

6233 Swingaway Subasis Bar, RLH, FDIS
6234 Swingaway Subasis Bar, FLH, FDIS

1 1/2” Midrelief
6” Brackets

All Kits Have
Black Hardware

RLH = Rear Latching Hardware
FLH = Front Latching Hardware
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THE BAR ITSELF
Metalcraft offers standard sized subasis bars to fit 12”, 13”, 14”,
15”, 16”, 17” and 18” wheelchairs. An extra small size with
reduced diameter is available for 12” wheelchairs. The bar size
refers to the wheelchair seat width that the bar is designed to
fit not the length of the bar. For example, a 16” subasis bar is
designed to fit wheelchairs with a seat width of 16”. The bar is
actually 17 1/4” long. The “extra” length is needed for the inter
face hardware. The bars contain a standard sized mid-relief
with a depth of 1 3/8”. Custom lengths, straight bars, off-set
mid-relief and an extra deep (2 7/8”) mid-relief are available.
Contact our customer service department for details.

1 1/2” Midrelief

INTERFACE HARDWARE
Interface hardware is the link between the mounting brackets
and the subasis bar. Interface brackets are offered in three
designs, swingaway with rear latching hooks (RLH), swingaway with front latching hooks (FLH) and stationary with rear
latching hooks. All of the interface hardware brackets can be
used with any of the mounting brackets thus many different

Swingaway Mounting w/Rear Latching Hook (RLH)
With the swingaway interface hardware, the subasis bar is
attached to a swivel assembly, which allows the bar to pivot.
The bar is held against the client by a hook on the opposite
side. When the client transfers into or out of the seating sys
tem, the bar is pivoted alongside the armrest or hip pad.
When the client is in the seating system, the subasis bar is
latched in place by a hook on the side opposite the swivel
assembly. For rear latching bracket, the hook points towards
the rear of the seating system, The bar is latched or
released, by pushing it against the client. Many clients can
release the subasis bar and transfer out of the chair. Some
customers have mentioned that individuals unfamiliar with
subasis bars did not realize that the bar released by pushing
posteriorly on the bar.

mounting combinations can be created to fit your
needs. The interface hardware is available in
either 4”, 6” or 8” lengths. The length needed is
determined by the combination of the seat thickness, the thigh thickness and the mounting
bracket location. Custom lengths are also avail
able.

MOUNTING BRACKETS
Mounting brackets are used to securely mount the interface hardware to
either the seat bottom or the wheelchair frame. The type of mounting
brackets needed will be determined by the mounting location. We have five
different mounting brackets available that fit into one of the following three
categories: angled seat pans, flat bottom seats and tube frame mounting.
Mounting To Seats With Angled Pans
If you’re using a seating system with angled pans that allow the seat to be
dropped, such as the Metalcraft Modular 55° Seat/Subasis Bar Mounting Kit
Seating System, you can use the 55°
Seat/Subasis Bar Mounting Kit. The brackets
have an array of holes for adjustability. The kit
comes complete with the fasteners needed to
mount the brackets to the bottom of the seat
pan and the fasteners to attach the Interface
Hardware. The brackets are fabricated of high
strength 1/8” aluminum for long term use and
Fasteners
not shown
are only available in black.
Mounting To Flat Bottom Seats
If you’re using a seating system with flat bottom, such as the Metalcraft
Plywood & Foam Seating System, you can use either the 90° Seat/Subasis
Bar Mounting Kit or two (2) of the 90° Slide Brackets.

Sizes: 12”,13”,14”, 15”,16”,17”,18”

12” X-Small Only

WHEELCHAIR
BAR
WIDTH
LENGTH
12” X-Small 12” to 15”
12”
13 1/4”
13”
14 1/4”
14”
15 1/4”
15”
16 1/4”
16”
17 1/4”
17”
18 1/4”
18”
19 1/4”

ASIS
MAX
LENGTH
8”
9”
9”
11”
11”
13”
13”
15”

ASIS
MIN
LENGTH
3 1/2”
6”
6”
7”
7”
8”
8”
9”

Custom Options
Straight Subasis Bars
Custom Offset Subasis Bars
Custom Extra Deep Subasis Bars

Swingaway Mounting w/Front Latching Hook (FLH)
With the swingaway interface hardware, the subasis bar is
attached to a swivel assembly, which allows the bar to pivot.
The bar is held against the client by a hook on the opposite
side. When the client transfers into or out of the seating sys
tem, the bar is pivoted alongside the armrest or hip pad.
When the client is in the seating system, the subasis bar is
latched in place by a hook on the side opposite the swivel
assembly. For front latching brackets, the hook points
towards the front of the seating system. Swinging the bar
into the hook and rotating the latch over the bar secures the
bar in place. A securement pin reduces the possibility of the
bar being disengaged accidentally. The front latching interface hardware (FLH) requires fine motor skill in order to
remove the securement pin, but it does not require pushing
the bar against the client to be released.

Stationary Mounting w/Rear Latching Hooks (RLH)
This alternative has a hook on either side of the seat. The
hooks point toward the rear of the seating system. The subasis bar is latched by pushing it into the client and letting it
come forward against the hooks. This interface is the least
expensive option with a hook on each side. However, since
the subasis bar itself is not attached to either side, the bar
may be misplaced when it is removed.
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The 90° Seat/Subasis Bar Kit comes with two (2) brackets and the fasten
ers needed to attach the interface hardware. The brackets have an array
of holes for adjustability.
90° Slide Bracket
90° Seat/Subasis Bar Mounting Kit
The brackets are fabri
cated of high strength
1/8” aluminum for long
term use and are only
available in black.
The 90° Slide Brackets
mount to the bottom of
your seat using the slots.
Fasteners
The interface hardware
not shown
brackets slip into the
slide portion of the bracket. The brackets are fabricated from stainless steel
and are sold individually. The brackets are available in either a stainless
steel finish or a black powder coated finish.
Mounting To The Wheelchair Seat Tubes
If you need to mount to the seat tube of the wheelchair, use the single or
double frame tube supports. The brackets are available for tubing sizes
3/4”, 7/8” and 1” and Single Frame Tube Support
Double Frame Tube Support
are sold individually.
The brackets are
available in either a
stainless steel finish or
a black powder coated
finish.
The single
frame tube support will
work in most mounting
cases, but for those cases where a cross frame or other hardware is in the
way, the double frame tube support is useful to solve the problem. The
interface hardware brackets slip into the slide portion of the bracket.
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“Serving The Needs Of Seating Professionals Since 1984”
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